CASE STUDY

How Creamistry saved $90,000+ a year
by switching to Spark Loyalty®
Creamistry Focused on Higher Value
for Lower Cost
Since its early days as a mom-and-pop shop, Creamisty
understood the importance of having a customer loyalty
program to encourage customers to keep coming back to
their store. The challenge, however, was that as Creamistry
grew, the monthly price for every new ice cream shop
became too costly with their existing loyalty program
partner.

“

We need to be able to reach out
to customers that may have forgotten
us. We need the ability to send out
promotions, both on a local level
and system-wide.

”

“

Our biggest hurdle was the
monthly pricing for the stores.
We realized that our existing loyalty
model just didn’t make sense
for the size of our brand anymore.

”

As Marketing Director of Creamistry, Kenny knew
that customer loyalty was critical to meeting
revenue goals and generating repeat foot trafﬁc at
both a local and corporate-level.
Kenny and his team began to research other
customer loyalty options, but they kept running into
the same problem: the cost.

“I win, and my team wins when we see the increase in sales and foot traﬀic...”
– Kenny, Creamistry Marketing Director

snowshoe.io

The money we saved from switching over
“ enabled
us to invest 15% more in our national
marketing and branding initiatives, allowing
us to increase store-level sales while also
simultaneously increasing brand awareness
and perception.

”

– Kenny, Creamistry Marketing Director

SnowShoe comes to the rescue!
Kenny and his team discovered
SnowShoe’s Spark Loyalty® solution

Creamistry realized massive
savings and conversion:

Because Spark solutions can be used on any mobile web
or smartphone application, it was easy for SnowShoe to
deploy the software quickly and cost-efﬁciently to all store
locations. This saved time and money--and it created a
better experience for Creamistry’s customers.

•

An annual savings of $90,000

•

A savings of $1900/year per store location

•

Automated drip campaigns to customers
who haven’t visited in 30, 60, and 90
days--no manual marketing hours
required

•

16,000 visits generated from automated
marketing campaigns

•

Text messaging campaigns that converted
6 times better than email

•

SMS opt-ins from 1 in every 3 customers

The newly installed Spark Loyalty solution proved to be a
successful whole solution for Creamistry’s entire loyalty
program. Creamistry was able to send automated marketing
campaigns, email messaging, text messaging, and collect
customer data and contact information at the point of sale.

The kicker? The price was one-third the price
of the company’s old program!
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